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EASE JOINT PAIN
AND IMPROVE
BALANCE IN JUST
20 MINUTES A DAY
The Juvent® Micro-Impact
PlatformTM is a safe and
gentle solution to keep you
active and healthy
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TRYOUT
Your body needs daily, healthy impact
to maintain bone mass and healthy joints.
“The body constantly monitors the strain on bones caused by muscle
action, and any substantial increase in these forces signals the need to
build more bone.”
—The Surgeon General’s report on Bone Health and Osteoporosis
®

The JUVENT Micro-Impact session uniquely stimulates your muscles
and increases circulation throughout your body by utilizing
Dynamic Motion TherapyTM (DMT). JUVENT® is a safe and
gentle solution to help ease joint and knee pain and help
improve balance.

Safe and Effective

What Doctors and Users are Saying
“Dynamic Motion TherapyTM is an important tool to improve
musculoskeletal health. The unique Juvent® 1000N
Micro-Impact PlatformTM has helped my patients improve
their health and their lives.”
—W. Andrew Hodge, M.D., Renowned Orthopedic Surgeon
and Researcher, Harvard and MIT Trained
Founder of The Institute for Mobility and Longevity

“From Balance Training, patients with heel/arch pain to others who
struggled with post-operative edema a few months out from surgery, the
Juvent® Platform has really become a favorite in my clinic”
—Dr. Matt Butler, MPT, DPT, Cped

The JUVENT Platform’s multi-patented technology
calibrates to your body’s unique requirements. Its proven
Dynamic Motion TherapyTM then sends thousands of low
magnitude, gentle pulses through your body. These “waves

“I no longer have pain in my knee, my arch pain has improved
significantly (some days having absolutely no pain), the pain in my
elbow has improved and I am still sleeping like a champ”
—Pia D., Canada

of relief” deliver over 35,000 pulses in a typical 20 minute

“After having used the Juvent ® 5 times for 20 minutes each time,

session you can do right at home!

the pain disappeared. This past Monday I saw my doctor to schedule

12+ years and $45M in research and development make
®

the JUVENT Micro-Impact PlatformTM a unique, precision
device. More
e than 50 published scientific articles
(34 peer-reviewed journals) have
ve shown biomechanical
stimulation helps improve balance and helps promote
healthy joints and better musculoskeletal health.

Easy and Convenient to Use at Home
®

Just 20 minutes on the JUVENT three times a week
can help you feel more relaxed, relieved and
energized.
Right in the comfort of your own home!

The JUVENT® 1000N Micro Impact
Platform delivers waves of relief
to help ease joint and knee pain.
TM

the operation, but as a result of his examination he was totally
amazed, and said “I cannot recommend any medical procedure for
you at this time”
—Alden L., MA, USA

See more JUVENT® Micro-Impact PlatformTM success
stories at www.juventhealth.com/testimonials

IN AN INDEPENDENT STUDY,* 150+ PARTICIPANTS USED
THE JUVENT® 1000N 3 TIMES A WEEK FOR 5 WEEKS.

73% said they would continue using the Juvent ®.
Most common results included:
~ Pain Reduction of Muscles and Joints
~ Improved Balance
~ Relaxation & Reinvigoration
~ Helped Improve Regular Workouts

Corporate Advisory
Roundtable Member
*2014 independent study at the Institute For The Ages, Sarasota, FL
institutefortheages.org
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